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Program of the European Dromedary and Camelid Day
 

PROGRAM

Don't miss this great 100% camelid event in France and
Europe, bringing together French and European
institutions and professionals. The Ferme Exotique of
Cadaujac has about a hundred camelids (50 dromedaries,
camels, llamas, alpacas, guanacos).
To get there: La Ferme Exotique - Parc animalier et
zoologique, 1930 chem Port de l'Esquillot, 33140
Cadaujac.

While the F.A.O. and the I.C.O. have declared the camel to
be an animal of the future because of its perfect
adaptation to drought, that it is now appearing in many
regions of the world where it was previously non-
existent, that camel milk and wool are products of
excellence that are increasingly prized throughout the
world, that the link between this exceptional animal loved
by its breeders, that its sporting development,
particularly for racing and leisure, can bring France and
Europe closer to many peoples in the world, we must
now think the world of today with the brains of
tomorrow.
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The organisers

The F.F.C. - French Camel Federation has the mission to develop the
amateur and professional sector of large camelids in France. 
It relies on a European and international institutional and
professional network and offers a unique insurance "SIMPLI
CAMELIDES FFC".
www.ffcamels.com
Contact: philipponneauffcamels@gmail.com 

ECROA - European Camel Ranch Owners Association has the
mission to allow camel ranchers to benefit from each other's
experiences, to highlight all aspects of camel breeding in Europe,
inspired by the camel culture in Arab and Asian countries and to
inform a wider public on various camel related topics.
www.ecroa.org
Contact: officeecroa@gmail.com

The Ferme Exotique of Cadaujac-Bordeaux
19 years of wonder and discovery of the riches of the world and of
a rare and precious natural and cultural heritage including a
beautiful white camel farm, one of the largest in Europe!
A visit to the park allows you to meet nearly 800 animals of 75
species from the five continents in life-size settings. Discover our
conservatory of endangered domestic breeds and enter the largest
dromedary farm in France. As well as travelling across the
continents, we invite you to take a trip back in time. Dive into the
heart of history in our carriage museum with a unique collection of
over 100 carriages that have been used in the filming of numerous
period films.
www.fermeexotique.fr
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Africa - Middle East zone : 

Breeding - Production and sport 

 Video library FFC and ECROA with computers and headphones (Film on European Camel Milk Farms
and distributions)
Tourism and sport FFC and ECROA with the associations: 

Camelomanes! The friends of the dromedary, the camel and the llama, 
Dromas and his camel jockeys,
Reception Dromacity,
The Ferme Exotique. Animal Park in Bordeaux, Zoo with activities for children, the largest
breeding of 50 white dromedaries in Europe,
Dromadar of Picardie Aisne: Camel sports, Camel racing championship, Camel driving,
Camel tourism in France and Europe with Olivier Caillaud - Travel producer, journalist,
photographer.

Camel Milk 'idea: Sales of camel milk products as food supplements or enriched soaps Home -
CAMEL-IDEE
Camel Breeding Bookstore Sales of Bernard Faye's books one of the greatest European camel
experts Bernard Faye.
Creative Art, sale of paintings, artistic creations on camel themes by the association Dromas
recreational activity with Nicole and Céline Association Dromas Creative Activities.
Dromabox card to offer for training courses and camel rides in the highlands of France with
Dromadaires de Thiérache Aisne (dromadairepicardie.com) and disguises, bags, animals, fabric dolls.

From 10 AM to 7 PM
 
A / Eastern tent- Dromedary park - Exotic farm Cadaujac
Stand under the tent, the French Camel Federation FFC, the European Camel Ranch Owners Association |
ECROA welcome you and introduce themselves to you! and
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Africa - Middle East zone : 

Breeding - Production and sport 

Pedagogy and knowledge: Educational exhibition on man and the dromedary from antiquity to the
present day and photographic exhibition of trips and sporting actions with the team of dromedary
jockeys in France, Europe, Tunisia, Egypt and Kuwait. Animations for children, a Berber tent
welcomes you for discussions around our common passion, accounts for children and stories
around the world of camelids are told, you participate in the realization and design through a
workshop to make small camelids. 

Sport and techniques: camel races: Question and answer with the public, Dromedary jockeys
present the different types of saddles and harnesses with explanations and demonstrations on
riding.

Jacques Chibani, a great French camel rider who has participated in several camel
marathons in Tunisia, will lead this workshop with the jockey teams!
CAMELI_DEO, two camel breeders from Belgium, will present the different procedures and
methods for harnessing camels.

DROMADAR RIDE from 2pm to 7pm . A dromedary is beautiful, but it's high. How on earth do you
climb on it? The caravan of familiar and friendly dromedaries will take you along the paths of the
park for an original and joyful adventure. The camel ride (5 euros)

 B / The Oasis - Dromedary Park - Exotic Farm Cadaujac

 

C / The landing stage - Dromedary park - Exotic farm Cadaujac
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PROGRAM

You will find Franck and his stand, the leader of the association les camélidés de l'atlantique
www.camel-idees.fr, located in the Landes, who works to clean up the beaches of the Landes with
his two camel hybrids.

Mongolian yurt tent will be exhibited for the pleasure of children by Olivier TRIPS 

From 10 AM to 7 PM

 A / Camel ranch - Ferme Exotique of Cadaujac

The caravan is above all the emerging alliance and convictions of a group of tourists and volunteers who
are convinced that it is possible to have fun working in the field of ecology. Information, education, ecology
around the two camels of the exotic farm!

 B / Guanaco and alpaca village - Ferme Exotique of Cadaujac
Association Ô fils des Camélidés, les Camélidés d'Artigny will present on its stand its products of camelid
fibres with finished articles and balls of wool.

C / Parc des Lamas - Ferme Exotique of Cadaujac
Intervention and explanation of François Capelle, llama breeder. His farm is located in Charente-Maritime.
If you want to know more about llamas, meet and discuss with François!
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Salle de L'Esquillot - 

Conference

Presentation and objectives:
European Federation of Camel Breeders E.C.R.O.A.,
French Camel Federation F.F.C.,
The Ferme Exotique of Cadaujac,

The world of camel racing presented by Olivier Philipponneau - Dromadaires de Picardie and
association Dromas,

''50 years of Saharan exploration'' by Thierry Ghabidine Tillet,

The camel wool sector in Algeria by Madani Hassani,

The benefits of camel milk by Fabrice Weeksteen,

And other inscriptions to come by contacting us to propose your intervention!

From 10 AM to 7 PM

A / Conférence - Ferme exotique of Cadaujac 
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